Notes of Staffordshire University Academy Parents’ Forum
Tuesday 13th November 2018 6pm – 7 pm
Venue: Staffordshire University Academy
Present:

Mrs Hillier (Principal), Mrs M Richards (Governor), Mrs V Askey (Parent Governor), Mrs C
Collins (Parent Governor), Mr Allsopp (Vice Principal), Mrs A Haffie-Hobday (Assistant
Principal), Mr S Williams (Director of Engagement), Mr S Taylor (Director of Mathematics and
Staff Governor), Mrs N Coss (Business Manager), Mrs E Jones (Director of Science), Mrs S
Parkes (Director of English), Mrs B Allsopp (Director of Humanities), Mr S Mitchell (HoY 11),
Mrs T Smith (Lead Practitioner Maths) Mrs J Palmer (CVSC Manager).
17 families were in attendance
Mrs Hillier welcomed parents and opened the meeting with an update.
General Update
Currently in a season of examinations. Students have settled back into their routines well.
Staffing is stable however, we were unable to appoint a new Lead Practitioner in maths. Group
sizes in maths are generous as a result of over-staffing so we will be looking at groupings in
the next few weeks.
We have opened two secondments from January to join the Leadership team, Mr. Rob
Francis our Head of Sixth Form and Mrs Ashley Haffie-Hobday are leaving at Christmas.
Ashley will be moving schools and taking up a position as Deputy Head. We have appointed
a new science teacher for January 2019, previously worked at Aldridge School. We have also
appointed three student support assistants and two assistant teacher apprentices. We have
many Link Governor meetings take place over the past few weeks. Mr. Scott Williams will be
taking over leadership of the sixth form.
Question - Are the children suffering without a Lead Practitioner in maths?
Response - We are overstaffed and we have expert cover.
Ofsted update
Ofsted 2nd monitoring visit took place on the 10th and 11th October. The report was sent home
to parents/carers and a copy is available on our website.
Highlights from the report
We received confirmation that we are:
“…taking effective action towards the removal of special measures”
Our new development plan for this academic year (available on our website):
“…is fit for purpose”
Significantly is the recommendation we are able to appoint NQTs which should please
parents as it shows confidence in the leadership team.

Leadership and management:
Senior leadership team has been reshaped, there is a positive culture, positive impact on the
extended leadership team, staff value training, curriculum is strong, good collaboration
between pastoral team, CVSC and progress team, strong safeguarding culture, good
communication on the website, letters, app, parents’ forum and good support and challenge
from governors and the Trust.
Teaching, Learning and Assessment highlights:
Teaching is improving, a culture of high expectations is emerging, more pride is seen in
pupils’ work and presentation is improving.
Outcomes for pupils:
English has improved, maths improved slightly and pupils did well in sport, business, catering
and product design.
Personal development, Behaviour and Welfare highlights:
Behaviour has continued to improve, ‘Team SUA’ is starting to embed, Academy is calm and
orderly during social time, very few incidents of bullying; pupils say bullying is rare,
attendance has a higher profile & praise for AIM, role of form tutor has been enhanced and
careers education has improved.
16 to 19 study programmes highlights:
There is some high quality teaching with a wider curriculum being offered.
Important next steps and continued developments:
Embedding developments to see the impact on outcomes. To measure the impact of
provision for SEND. Ensure the effective use of the Catch-up fund for maths. Disadvantaged
students. To engage learning, be consistent in marking, to stretch the most able, forecast
data, embed ‘form tutor first’ and Sixth form.
Next Ofsted inspection will be in February.
Question - You are not stretching students, they are being held back by other weaker
students, they get bored in class.
Response - MA we are looking into this, we are pitching to the highest level and scaffolding it
down, it is growing over the year. The high achievers are struggling a little with this approach.
Question – Sixth Form why is it not working?
Response – It appears to have plateaued, we are looking into it. ScW I assure that this will not
happen, it is not getting worse it is just staying the same. The urgency now is to ensure it is
going to pick up and improve. We will update you during the next Parents’ Forum.

RH mentioned that there have been a few comments that the Sixth Form students were under
dressed and not wearing business attire, this has now been addressed.
Question - I am struggling to keep my daughter at the academy in the sixth form. Today she
only had one class scheduled.
Response – Sixth Form is going to be structured and non-teaching staff will be working with
them. Every student will get specific guidance. (sit in on Y11 class) RH assured parents that
we are not moving backwards.
Mr. Mitch Allsopp presented Master Frameworks
Introduced a new grading/reporting system rolling out across the academy.
What we know
Our current system is inconsistent, we don’t grade work, nor report grades to parents. Our
Attainment Zones are driven by an End of Year 11 minimum grade. Students are confident
with knowing their Attainment Zone, flightpaths are confusing…. to a forward thinking
academy. Our HPA students are not adequately prepared for KS4 study.
Years 7, 8 and 9 all had different KS2 curriculum and Years 10 and 11 need to be challenged.
Fightpaths are widely used in education and we are confident with Year 6 and Year 11 only,
all other Years are not clear cut that is why we are going to use this new method.
Master Frameworks – it evolves and is refined every year and only skills are addressed

Refer to slide show for full explanation (slides 9 – 15)
Question - How does it motivate a student? Some students like to have figure grades.
Response – In the feedback, teaching staff will explain in writing what they have done well.
We are moving with the times and we have shifted away from grades.
RH comments that during the summer term Year 10 will get a grade and the feedback from
teachers is very important for the students.
Question – My son in Year 10 says he has finished biology for the year and will not have any
more classes, how can this be right?
Response – EJ advised parents that this has been changed so students will have classes in all
science subjects and will remain with the same teacher throughout. This is possible because
all the teachers are trained as teachers of science and can teach all subjects.
Mr Scott Williams presented Careers and School Apps
The pilot for class charts app has been a success, thank you for your feedback. We will be
rolling it out to all families very soon.

We will disable the points facility on School Comms which will be dedicated to timetables and
communication. Class Charts will be used for behaviour and homework
Careers education, information, advice and guidance
We have made a lot of progress on this so far this year, 624 opportunities for our students
including visiting universities and engaging with employers, we will be helping students to
identify the best routes for them. We have more visits lined up and every student will benefit.
We have external speakers due to visit and our Heads of Year will be producing individual
careers provision mapping.
We are also looking into apprenticeship schemes and opportunities in other colleges not SUA.
We have identified there is some low aspiration in several students and this needs to be
challenged and improved.
Mrs Teresa Smith and Mr Steve Taylor presented maths
Last summer each student sat a full PPE (Pre Public Exam). There were three papers in the
GCSE exam each lasting 1 hour and thirty minutes, two using a calculator and one with no
calculator. The students sat either the Higher Tier paper (Grade 3 to 9) or the Foundation
paper (Grade 1 to 5). The results from these exams have been used to determine which
teaching groups and tutor groups students should be in. Tutor time is used to practise and
improve essential skills. Teaching and Learning is informed by the data collected last summer
and this will be updated after the next round of PPE’s. Period 6 offers students a choice of
topics. Three each session so that they can opt into the one most helpful to them. A
programme of holiday and weekend revision opportunities is planned to support students in
preparing for their exams. We have also changed from ‘Hegarty Maths’ to ‘Maths Watch’.
Mrs Jo Palmer Chase View Support Centre Manager
We are here to support the students emotionally and their general wellbeing. In the media
there is a lot about children with social and emotional issues and we are ahead of the game,
by 2025 each school much have designated lead, at SUA it is Jo Palmer. SUA are already on
that journey, CVSC has 3 members of staff and have recently introduced ‘Buddy’ a support
dog who visits the centre on Friday. CVSC staff offer one on one support and are trained in
counsellor skills, CRHMS tier 2. We can support children with anxiety, stress, emotional
instability, exam related anxiety to name a few. Times are changing with the likes of social
media and mobile phones. We have just launched a Post Box service for children who find it
difficult to have face to face contact. We have a new email address semh@suacademy.co.uk
We also offer peer support, parenting groups and support with ICT.

Presentation concluded and parents were able to ask any questions.

Question – The school trips consent form, once we send back, they go on a trip then we are
sent a message to say they are absent.
Response – This should not happen we will follow it up.
Question – The Knowledge Organiser has different subjects for science and dance.
Response – We will check and revise.
Question - P6 intervention is it going ahead tomorrow?
Response – Year 11 is cancelled because of exams, Year 10 p6 will still run.
Question – Year 10 trip tomorrow do they still need to go in uniform.
Response - Yes
Question – Sixth form can they have more classes for maths to support their resit work.
Response – We will advise them to attend Year 11 classes.
Date of next meeting: Wednesday 23rd January 2019, 6-7pm

